Introduction
Due to the geometric complexity of the nasal airway labyrinth, experimental investigation of the internal nasal aerodynamics is difficult. Flow visualization experiments have been reported for the human ͓1-6͔, baboon ͓7͔, monkey ͓8,9͔, rat ͓8,9͔, rabbit ͓10͔, cat ͓10͔, and dog ͓10,11͔. In all cases, the results must be carefully interpreted given the experimental methodology. For instance, Dawes ͓10͔ used cigarette smoke to visualize the inspiratory and expiratory airflow patterns in simplified two-dimensional sagittal sections of the ͑highly three-dimensional͒ canine nasal airway. Other visualization techniques ͓11͔ infer nasal airflow patterns from the deposition of aerosols and particles, which are not neutrally buoyant and tend to impact, rather than follow the flow through convoluted airways. Water-dye flow visualization methods ͑e.g., Refs. ͓4,8,9͔͒ have been most successful at demonstrating nasal airflow patterns.
Quantitative experimental measurements of internal nasal airflow have apparently only been made in the human ͓4,12-14͔ and baboon ͓7͔. The more convoluted nasal passages of most keenscented ͑macrosmatic͒ animals have prevented detailed experimental airflow measurements using traditional techniques ͑ther-mal anemometry, particle image velocimetry, etc.͒. Though newer magnetic resonance imaging ͑MRI͒ flow measurement techniques ͓15-20͔ show some promise, presently computational fluid dynamics ͑CFD͒ is the preferred method of obtaining regional distributions of velocity and temperature or mass concentration in the nasal airways of various species.
By numerically solving the governing Navier-Stokes equations on a computational grid representing the nasal airway geometry, airflow patterns in the human, monkey, and rat nose have been reported in studies of respiratory air conditioning ͓21-23͔, inhalation toxicology ͓24-29͔, and olfaction ͓30-35͔. Computing airflow solutions in the human nose becomes difficult at high physiological airflow rates, when the physics of turbulence must be modeled. Alternatively, laminar-flow solutions in the more convoluted nose of the rat require the generation of a very elaborate computational grid. Nevertheless, the turbinate scrolls of the rat are much simpler than the branched maxilloturbinate of most carnivores ͑see Ref. ͓36͔͒, making grid generation for nasal airflow simulations in these animals even more challenging. To date, a detailed study of the airflow in the complex nasal cavity of a macrosmatic carnivore has never been done. Consequently, the internal aerodynamics of the nose and the implications for respiratory air conditioning and olfaction in these species is not well understood.
In any CFD calculation, the fidelity of the solution depends on both the numerical method and the computational grid employed. The inherent numerical error of a particular CFD discretization scheme is given by its formal order of accuracy. Given practical levels of grid resolution, first-order numerical methods often yield smooth convergent CFD solutions that are typically erroneous and corrupted by artificial dissipation. Higher-order methods of at least second-order accuracy are more acceptable and are generally required to obtain a physically-realistic numerical solution suitable for archival publication ͓37͔. Unfortunately, although some of the more rigorous CFD studies of nasal airflows ͑e.g., Refs. ͓38-44͔͒ report the formal order of accuracy of their numerical methods, many studies fail to include this vital information.
Grid style, resolution, and quality also contribute to numerical accuracy. Ideally, structured hexahedral grids are desirable due to their orthogonality, highly controlled grid refinement, and high inherent numerical accuracy. Nonetheless, the geometric complexity of many biological systems precludes the use of a structured grid. As shown by Longest and co-workers ͓43,44͔, for a relatively simple bifurcating geometry representative of segmental bronchi in the lung, higher numerical accuracy is achievable with structured hexahedral grids than with unstructured tetrahedral or prismatic grids and various unstructured tetrahedral-based hybrid schemes. Unstructured hexahedral grids, however, were demonstrated to yield similar solution fidelity as the structured hexahedral configuration ͓44͔.
Regardless of mesh style, high grid densities are required to resolve near-wall gradients, secondary flows, and other small-butimportant solution features. Analogously, in transient calculations the temporal accuracy is a function of the time-step size. Grid quality metrics such as cell skewness, aspect ratio, and smoothness affect numerical accuracy, albeit to a lesser degree since grid quality may be optimized during grid generation.
For highly convoluted geometries such as nasal airways, geometric preservation during grid generation introduces another potential source of error. Excessively coarse computational grids fail to capture intricate geometric features, such as curvature, resulting in highly faceted surface grids that poorly represent the original geometry. As the grid resolution increases, the original geometry is more faithfully captured and is exactly recovered in the limit when the surface grid resolution equals the geometric resolution of the original surface model.
Overall, since the aforementioned errors are not independent, the cumulative numerical error must be assessed by a grid convergence study ͑and a time-step study for transient calculations͒ based on the generalized theory of Richardson extrapolation ͓45͔, as first demonstrated for respiratory airflows by Longest and coworkers ͓43,44͔. Using a previously-verified and validated code does not guarantee an accurate solution when applied to a new problem; new calculations must be verified via a grid convergence study, which requires solutions over a range of grid resolutions to band the numerical error of the calculation ͓37,45͔. Indeed, a single calculation on a fixed grid is unacceptable since the numerical error is indeterminable ͓46͔. Though a number of CFD studies ͑e.g., Refs. ͓30,32,35,38,39,41͔͒ of flow in the upper airways of various animals report grid-independent results, few studies ͓40,42-44͔ have rigorously demonstrated grid convergence and none has considered the geometric complexity of the canine nasal airway, Fig. 1 .
The canine nasal cavity is divided by the nasal septum into two bilaterally-symmetric airways, each comprised of three main anatomical regions: the nasal vestibule, maxilloturbinate region, and ethmoidal region. The vestibule is the most rostral part of the nasal fossa and is primarily responsible for distributing inspired air within the nasal cavity and for directing the expired air stream ͓47͔. The maxilloturbinate region consists of a branched bony structure ͑the maxilloturbinate͒ and numerous interconnected, highly tortuous respiratory airways, where warming or cooling, humidifying, and filtering of inspired air occurs prior to its entering the lower respiratory tract. Of the four types of maxilloturbinates found in the mammalian nasal cavity ͑single-scroll, doublescroll, folded, and branching͒, the branched maxilloturbinate is the most convoluted and provides the greatest possible surface area for the transfer of heat and moisture ͓36,47͔. Moving caudally, the ethmoidal region consists of a series of bony scrolls, having a "rolled-up" appearance, that provide a large surface area for olfactory mass transfer. Finally, the frontal sinuses are large recesses with no outlet located in the rear of the nasal cavity, dorsocaudal to the ethmoidal region ͑see Fig. 1 
Objective
The objective of this study is to demonstrate the development of a high-fidelity computational model of the canine nose and verified CFD solutions of canine nasal airflow. A rigorous grid convergence study is shown, illustrating a methodology for verification of CFD calculations on complex, unstructured grids, especially in the airways of the nasal cavity.
Computational Methodology
The present study began with an anatomically correct, threedimensional surface model of the left nasal airway of a 29.5 kg female Labrador retriever mixed-breed canine cadaver, which was reconstructed from high-resolution ͑180ϫ 180ϫ 200 m 3 ͒ MRI scans ͓47͔. The full three-dimensional geometry was utilized because preliminary reduced-order models of the canine nasal cavity failed to capture essential anatomical features of the highly threedimensional nasal airway labyrinth ͑see Ref. ͓47͔͒. Lumpedparameter single-path models ͑e.g., Refs. ͓48,49͔͒ require knowledge of the airflow path, which is not obvious in the canine nasal cavity, particularly within the recessed ethmoidal region. Likewise, simplified "noselike" models designed to reproduce the general anatomy of the nasal cavity ͑e.g., Refs. ͓50-53͔͒ failed to preserve the highly three-dimensional connectivity of critical na- Transactions of the ASME sal airway regions. Consequently, development of a threedimensional anatomically-accurate CFD model was required.
3.1 Assumptions. The CFD calculation assumes that the bony internal turbinate structures of the canine nasal cavity are rigid. A static undilated nostril is modeled here. Including physiologically realistic nostril motion would be interesting, but has yet to be fully defined for the canine. The influence of naris motion is the subject of future work and is not expected to affect the general results and conclusions of this study.
Based on detailed morphometric airway data from the same nasal cavity ͓47͔ and recent experimental measurements of canine sniffing ͓54͔, the regional distribution of the nondimensional Womersley and Reynolds numbers were calculated from Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, respectively. Here, f is the sniff frequency in units of hertz, Q peak is the peak inspiratory airflow rate, is the kinematic viscosity of air, and D h and A c are, respectively, the local airway hydraulic diameter and cross-sectional area. From allometric scaling of the experimental data, the peak inspiratory airflow rate of a sniff for a 29.5 kg canine is about 0.4 l/s per nostril, while the sniff frequency is roughly 5 Hz, independent of body size ͓54͔.
A c ͑2͒ Figure 2 shows the axial distribution of the Womersley number in the reconstructed model of the canine nasal cavity. Physically, the magnitude of the Womersley number is an indicator of the degree of unsteadiness in the flow ͓55͔. In general, when Wo D h Ͻ 1 the flow may be approximated as quasisteady, permitting steady-state solution of the governing Navier-Stokes equations. However, as the Womersley number grows larger than unity, the flow increasingly deviates from quasisteady behavior, eventually leading to fully unsteady flow phenomena such as the formation of Stokes layers on the airway walls ͓56͔. From Fig. 2 , the canine nasal cavity contains both regions of high-and low-Womersley number flows, indicating that the overall unsteadiness of canine nasal airflow during sniffing is unknown a priori. Consequently, in contrast to humans ͓30,32͔, monkeys ͓27͔, and rats ͓33,35͔, canine sniffing must be modeled as fully transient in the present CFD study.
Phenomenologically, the nature of the flow ͑whether laminar or turbulent͒ depends on the existence of either quasisteady or unsteady flow phenomena. For quasisteady laminar pipe flow, the well-known parabolic velocity profile becomes unstable and transition to turbulence occurs in the 2000-4000 Reynolds number range ͓57,58͔. Fully unsteady flow may be characterized by the ratio of the peak oscillatory Reynolds number to the Womersley number,
in oscillatory pipe flow occurs when this ratio is between approximately 250 and 1000 ͓59͔. Although airway curvature and branching affect the stability of the flow ͓60͔, these nondimensional parameters provide at least a rough indication of the nature of canine nasal airflow during sniffing. Based on this, Fig. 3 shows a map of the anticipated flow regimes within the nasal cavity at peak inspiration. Depending on the magnitude of the Womersley number, the axial distribution of the appropriate nondimensional parameter
͒ is plotted from the naris to the nasopharynx. Estimates beyond the nasopharynx are not shown due to insufficient a priori knowledge of the velocity distribution in the recessed ethmoidal and frontal sinus regions. In the nasal vestibule, where Wo D h Ͼ 1, the ratio of the peak Reynolds number to the Womersley number indicates that the airflow is turbulent there at peak inspiration. Downstream of the nasal vestibule, where Wo D h Ͻ 1, relaminarization is expected to occur and low-Reynolds-number ͑Re D h peak ϳ 100͒ quasisteady laminar airflow is expected.
The most straightforward approach to simultaneously calculate laminar, transitional, and turbulent flows in the convoluted canine nasal cavity is by direct numerical simulation ͑DNS͒. Spatial and temporal resolution requirements for DNS of this complicated flowfield may be approximated from turbulence theory ͑see Refs. ͓61-63͔͒. A conservative estimate of the finest DNS grid and time-step resolution required to capture the smallest turbulent eddies is found to be =5 m and =1 s ͓54͔, respectively.
Alternatively, the two-equation low-Reynolds-number k-turbulence model of Wilcox ͓64͔ has been used with some success on transitional hemodynamic flows ͓65,66͔. Though, a recent study by Varghese et al. ͓67͔ comparing the performance of various turbulence models at predicting poststenotic transition to turbulence with DNS ͓68͔ concluded that many widely used models, including the low-Reynolds-number k-model and a large-eddy simulation ͑LES͒ model, were not able to capture transitional phenomena. An adaptation of the Wilcox model ͓69,70͔ and the twoequation q-model ͓71͔ have been more successful at simulating multiregime internal flows, including pulsatile transition and relaminarization. Nonetheless, the present study is primarily focused on laminar airflow in the maxilloturbinate and ethmoidal regions. Since transitional and turbulent flow is confined to the nasal vestibule and does not exist throughout the entire sniff cycle ͑at lower instantaneous sniff airflow rates͒, the difficulty and ambiguity of modeling pulsatile transition and relaminarization are not presently warranted. Thus, here the effect of periodic turbulent flow in the vestibule is neglected and laminar airflow is calculated through the entire nasal cavity. Given the occurrence of low-Reynoldsnumber ͑ϳ100͒ laminar airflow in the maxilloturbinate region ͑see Fig. 3͒ , we do not expect the advection of turbulence to significantly affect the solution downstream of the nasal vestibule. Even so, the role of pulsatile turbulence and regional mixing in the vestibule of the canine nasal cavity is the subject of future work.
Lastly, this study assumes that the airway secretions that cover most of the nasal airways ͑see Ref. ͓47͔ for discussion͒ may be neglected. According to Proctor ͓72͔, the flow of mucus along the airway epithelial surface is quite slow, on the order of 1 cm/min, and is primarily due to mucociliary transport. Due to the small relative thickness of the aqueous "mucus" layer ͑ϳ10 m ͓73-75͔͒ compared with the dimensions of the smallest airways ͑ϳ1 mm͒ and its liquid composition, airway secretions have a negligible influence on the internal aerodynamics.
Boundary Conditions.
Due to bilateral symmetry and complete separation of the left and right canine nasal cavities, only flow in the left nasal airway is computed here. As shown in Fig. 4 , the computational domain consists of the reconstructed left nasal airway and the entire external nose, merged with a separate reconstructed surface model of the external cranial anatomy ͑see Ref. ͓47͔͒ and placed in a large rectangular "box," where farfield atmospheric pressure boundary conditions are specified. Preliminary two-dimensional computations were used to optimize the size of the farfield computational boundary to avoid inflow and outflow boundary effects on inspiratory and expiratory airflow at the naris, respectively. An optimal minimum farfield boundary distance was found to be roughly 25 narial diameters from the left nostril.
Consequent of the neglect of the nasal mucus layer and its influence on the internal aerodynamics, no-slip boundary conditions were applied on all solid surfaces of the canine nose and head. Nasopharynx pressure outlet and inlet boundary conditions were specified such that inspiratory and expiratory airflow rates and sniff frequency roughly matched experimental values ͓54͔.
Computations of steady inspiration and expiration used a constant nasopharyngeal pressure, whereas transient simulations of sniffing used a 5 Hz sinusoidal nasopharyngeal pressure boundary condition.
Grid Generation.
The complicated geometry of the canine nasal cavity required an unstructured grid generation scheme. A semi-automated octree-based method ͑Harpoon, Sharc Ltd., Manchester, UK͒ was used to generate both unstructured hexahedral and tetrahedral grids by assigning separate surface cell sizes to different geometric parts and an overall grid expansion ratio. For variable hexahedral grid refinement, hanging vertices were removed and wedges, pyramids, and tetrahedra were used as buffer cells between regions of fine and coarse hexahedra. Grid quality was optimized as a postprocessing step via a skewnessbased smoothing algorithm ͓76͔, where maximum grid skewness was improved by smoothing computational cells exceeding a target skewness value of approximately 0.9. Multiple smoothing iterations were performed to best improve grid quality.
A critical preliminary step for grid generation was the splitting-up of the external geometry and nasal airway into multiple surface parts, which permitted regional specification of grid resolution. Since a coarse-grid density may be used in the farfield and gradually refined in the vicinity of the head and nose, the farfield boundary and the external head and nose were all separately defined. As shown in Fig. 5 , multiple internal surfaces were defined, permitting variable nasal airway grid refinement. Particularly, fine-grid resolution is required in the main airway regions ͑e.g., nasal vestibule, maxilloturbinate, and ethmoidal regions͒, Transactions of the ASME whereas a relatively coarser grid may be used in the frontal and maxillary sinuses, where low-velocity or stagnant airflow not actively involved in sniffing is anticipated. Even with variable grid refinement, in order to capture the gross geometry of the small airways in the maxilloturbinate and ethmoidal regions, the coarsest permissible grid contained nearly 14 ϫ 10 6 computational cells. Coarser grid resolutions failed even to capture the smallest airways; these airways were effectively filtered out by the octree method when the assigned surface cell size was roughly equivalent to the smallest airway diameter. Furthermore, due to the geometric complexity of the nasal airways, the use of a near-wall grid was not possible. Near-wall grid generation failed in highly-tortuous airway regions, resulting in collapsed and highly-skewed near-wall layers and a corrupted CFD model.
As shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ , a power-law relationship between the total number of computational cells and the specified surface cell size was found for both the hexahedral and tetrahedral grid generation schemes. The difference from uniform isometric scaling is attributable to nonuniform refinement in the external domain and, internally, in the frontal and maxillary sinuses. Isometric scaling refers to geometric similarity, and is used here to describe the relationship ͑N ϳ ⌬x −3 ͒ between the number of computational cells, N, in a uniform-grid domain and the constituent cell size, ⌬x. Clearly, the approach of splitting up the computational model for regional grid refinement produced smaller overall grids than otherwise obtained via a uniform refinement approach.
Comparing hexahedral and tetrahedral grid generation schemes, for a given surface cell size tetrahedral grids contained three to four times the number of computational cells than the equivalent hexahedral grid. Given that hexahedral grids are also more accurate than tetrahedral grids with the same effective spatial resolution ͓43,77͔, the former mesh style was chosen for CFD computations of canine nasal airflow.
Four hexahedral grids were used for a rigorous grid refinement study. Table 1 contains a summary of the total number of computational cells in each grid and the specified surface cell size and spatial resolution in the main airway regions of each model. The coarsest grid contained roughly 14ϫ 10 6 cells. Finer CFD grids were obtained by judiciously assigning a surface cell size to achieve an overall grid doubling, resulting in medium and fine grids having approximately 28ϫ 10 6 and 54ϫ 10 6 computational cells, respectively. The finest-grid resolution was limited by practical computational requirements for numerical solution. From  Fig. 6͑b͒ , the largest grid contained roughly 104ϫ 10 6 computational cells and required nearly 30 Gbytes of memory to generate. Even so, the specified surface cell size in the main airways was 58 m, far too coarse for DNS of transition and turbulence in the nasal vestibule.
A summary of the external grid is shown in Fig. 7 for the fine-grid CFD model. The resolution is coarse, except within a hemispherical refinement region encompassing the external naris, where sufficient grid density is required to resolve the expiratory Fig. 5 Regional division of the internal nasal airway surfaces for variable CFD grid refinement. Regions include the nasal vestibule "1…, dorsal meatus "2…, maxilloturbinate region "3…, maxillary sinus "4…, ethmoturbinate region ""5…-"7……, frontal sinus "8…, and nasopharynx "9…. air jet. Overall, the external domain contained roughly 2-3% of the total number of computational cells in each grid. In Fig. 8 , a comparison of the internal grid density is shown for the four grids within the small and tortuous airways of the maxilloturbinate region, the most convoluted part of the nasal cavity. Here, the spatial resolution of the coarse, medium, fine, and finest CFD grids is roughly 3-5, 4-6, 5-7, and 6-8 computational cells per airway diameter, respectively.
Numerical Methods.
A second-order accurate Galerkin least-squares ͑GLS͒ finite element method ͓78-81͔ ͑AcuSolve, ACUSIM Software, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA͒ was used to numerically solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations via a fully-coupled Krylov subspace iterative solver, based on the generalized minimal residual ͑GMRES͒ method. For steady-state solution, a first-order-accurate implicit Euler integration algorithm was utilized, whereas a second-order-accurate time integration scheme ͑Gear's method͒ was used for transient calculations of sniffing. Iterative convergence was guaranteed by forcing the normalized residuals and solution increments of pressure and velocity to be less than 10 −5 . Reduction in the convergence criterion to 10 −6 had a negligible influence on the solution. Furthermore, various solution variables were monitored throughout the simulation to ensure convergence of the computed result.
Computations were performed on a parallel computer cluster at Penn State University consisting of 256 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processors with 2 Gbytes of memory per processor. Depending on the grid size, 26-120 processors were utilized in steady-state calculations that required between 4 h and 30 h of wall clock time. Transient calculations performed on 100 processors consumed between 70 h and 90 h of wall clock time, depending on the timestep size. In all, the computations presented herein required approximately 73,000 CPU hours and consumed about 820 h of wall clock time.
Results

Grid Dependence Study.
The qualitative features of the CFD solutions for all of the grids are remarkably consistent. For a given pressure drop, similar velocity distributions, pressure contours, and overall flow patterns were obtained, regardless of grid resolution. Figure 9 illustrates the qualitative comparison of the velocity distribution in the nasal vestibule for the various grid solutions. Here, the highest computed velocities occur in compa- rable locations and similar gross secondary flow features are observed in each case. Similar qualitative comparisons apply throughout the nasal cavity. Thus, the overall kinematics of canine nasal airflow is reasonably well captured, even in the coarse-grid solution.
A subtle, yet important, qualitative difference between solutions from different grids is the size of the smallest observed flow structures. Smaller scales of motion are resolved by finer grids, especially for airflow in the nasal vestibule ͑Fig. 9͒, where the highest Reynolds numbers occur ͑see Fig. 3͒ . Theoretically, for turbulent flow in the vestibule, further grid refinement would resolve smaller and smaller flow scales, until the smallest Kolmogorov eddies are captured by direct numerical simulation. Nonetheless, the largest scales of motion, which are resolved, contain most of the kinetic energy and determine the bulk fluid motion and overall kinematics of airflow in the vestibule. Conversely, downstream low-Reynolds-number laminar mixing occurs exclusively on a length scale of order D h , resulting in fewer unresolved small-scale flow features in the coarse-grid solutions.
Quantitatively, airflow "impedance" curves of overall pressure drop versus flow rate were used to examine grid dependency. Such curves are typically used to characterize resistive systems of fluid flow driven by fans or blowers. This particular measure is appropriate because it quantifies the sum of frictional pressure drop and "minor" losses due to flow separation and mixing ͑see Ref. ͓57͔͒, which are both significant in the present geometry. Moreover, it is directly comparable to experimental data.
In all, 46 steady-state solutions were calculated in order to develop the inspiratory and expiratory airflow impedance curves, Figs. 10͑a͒ and 10͑b͒, respectively. In general, a nonlinear trend in pressure drop is observed. This is characteristic of internal flows with mixing and secondary motions known as minor losses, which increase nonlinearly with airflow rate.
Both inspiratory and expiratory airflow impedance curves exhibit monotonic convergence with grid refinement. For a given pressure drop, the airflow rate is shown to increase and to monotonically approach a presumed exact theoretical solution with increasing grid resolution, Fig. 11 . Furthermore, grid dependence of the solution is a function of the overall pressure drop; a larger range of calculated airflow rates is obtained at larger pressure drops.
To investigate the observed increase in overall airflow rate with grid refinement at a constant pressure drop, the regional distribution of airflow in the nasal cavity was considered. Specifically, the fraction of the overall airflow passing through the dorsal meatus was extracted from each of the grid solutions and compared at various axial locations for an overall pressure drop of 2000 Pa. The results for inspiration and expiration are shown in Figs. 12͑a͒ and 12͑b͒, respectively.
During inspiration, most of the pressure losses in the rostral part of the nasal cavity are due to minor losses associated with mixing and the formation of secondary flows as air at a comparatively high velocity flows through the nasal vestibule and enters the branched airways of the maxilloturbinate region. The dorsal meatus, however, is an effective bypass around this complicated airway region. In the CFD calculations, with grid refinement smaller-scale flow structures and mixing are increasingly resolved in this region, leading to an increase in flow resistance for air entering the maxilloturbinate airways. Consequently, proportionally more airflow takes the path of less resistance via the dorsal meatus, around the rostral part of the maxilloturbinate region of the nasal cavity ͑see Fig. 12͑a͒͒ . Downstream, however, the opposite effect of grid resolution on airflow in the dorsal meatus is shown in Fig. 12͑a͒ . Here, lowReynolds-number ͑ϳ100͒ laminar airflow exists in the maxilloturbinate airways, which appears to be well resolved by even the coarse grid. Thus, increasing the grid resolution has little effect on the airflow resistance in these airways. However, the dorsal meatus contains higher-velocity airflow and grid refinement results in increased resolution of shear stress and frictional losses in this airway. Thus, as grid resolution increases proportionally, more airflow leaves the dorsal meatus due to increased frictional resistance and enters the maxilloturbinate airways. The same effect is observed on expiration, Fig. 12͑b͒ .
Taken together, the dynamic allocation of airflow in the nasal cavity with grid refinement results in an increase in the overall flow rate through the nose for a given pressure drop. The effect is most dramatic at high pressure drops and for inspiration, rather than expiration. For small pressure drops, the influence of grid resolution is relatively negligible.
Richardson extrapolation is the standard method for estimating numerical error in the verification of CFD calculations. The generalized theory of Richardson extrapolation requires a "consistent" numerical method and calculated solutions within the asymptotic range of convergence ͓45͔. For unstructured grids, verification of global or integrated quantities is typically performed, since direct comparison of nodal values requires interpolating the solutions to a common grid, introducing an additional source of error. Here, Richardson extrapolation is performed on the calculated airflow rates within the physiological range during sniffing at three pressure drops ͑⌬P = 50, 500, and 2000 Pa͒ for steady inspiration and expiration.
Equations ͑3͒-͑7͒ summarize the theory of Richardson extrapolation. For a "consistent" numerical method, the calculated solutions, f i ͑⌬͒, better approximate the exact solution, f exact , as the numerical error, C⌬ i p , decreases with grid refinement. Here, C is a coefficient, ⌬ is the grid spacing, and p is the observed order of convergence ͓45͔. Numerical solutions computed on the finest ͑f 1 ͒, fine ͑f 2 ͒, and medium ͑f 3 ͒ grids were used to evaluate p from Eq. ͑4͒ for a constant grid refinement ratio r, Eq. ͑5͒. Although Roache ͓45͔ recommended a minimum refinement ratio of 1.1 to overcome random sources of error in the computed results ͑e.g., "noise" from incomplete iterative convergence͒, for calculations of airflow in the complicated geometry of the canine nasal cavity on unstructured grids, a larger value was required; an overall doubling of the grid size yielding r Ϸ 1.24 worked well.
The estimated fractional error of the fine-grid solution, E 1 , was evaluated from Eq. ͑6͒, where the observed order of convergence p ͑Eq. ͑4͒͒ was used rather than the theoretical convergence rate ͑i.e., the formal order of accuracy of the numerical method͒ as is commonly done in two-grid convergence studies. The grid convergence index ͑GCI͒, originally proposed by Roache ͓82͔ and defined in Eq. ͑7͒, is a measure of the fractional error that has a high probability of bounding the actual error of the numerical solution ͓45͔. Based on the recommendation of Roache ͓45͔, a "factor of safety," F s , of 1.25 was used in the present convergence study, where three grids are utilized to determine the observed order of convergence p. Alternatively, for two-grid convergence studies using the theoretical convergence rate in Eq. ͑6͒, a F s of 3 is recommended ͓45͔.
A summary of the Richardson extrapolation analysis is given in Table 2 , where E finest and GCI finest are the estimated percent error and grid convergence index of the finest-grid solution, respectively. At the lowest pressure drop, rapid grid convergence is demonstrated by high values of p for inspiration and expiration. As a result, the finest-grid solution is quite accurate at these low Reynolds numbers, yielding GCI values of 1.1% and 0.8% for inspiration and expiration, respectively. However, as the airflow rate and Reynolds number increase with larger pressure drops, the order of convergence decreases and the numerical error increases. At a pressure drop of 500 Pa, the GCI values are less than 10%, whereas at 2000 Pa the numerical error is in the 15% range.
Time-
Step Study. Lastly, transient solutions of canine sniffing were calculated and a time-step study was performed to evaluate the temporal accuracy. Since separate convergence studies may be used to independently assess spatial and temporal error ͓45͔, for convenience the "fine" grid was used for transient calculations of sniffing at 5 Hz at physiologically realistic airflow rates. A sinusoidal nasopharynx pressure boundary condition, varying about atmospheric pressure, of amplitude 2500 Pa was used to mimic a sniff.
Four time-step sizes were used, ranging from 20 to 160 time steps per sniff period, with a constant refinement ratio of 2. To hasten convergence, all transient calculations but the first were restarted from the previous coarser time-step solution. The initial condition of the first unsteady calculation was taken from the steady-state solution for inspiration at an overall pressure difference of 2500 Pa. Figure 13͑a͒ shows the time history of airflow rate at the nasopharynx for all of the transient calculations of sniffing. Here, ⌬t is the time-step size and T is the period of a single sniff, comprised of an inspiration and an expiration. For a coarse step size of ⌬t / T =1/ 20, nonphysical, high-frequency oscillations in flow rate occur, which is an indication that the solution is not within the asymptotic range of convergence ͓45͔. However, when the timestep size is refined, nonphysical oscillations disappear and a smooth sinusoidally-varying airflow rate is obtained. For the finest time-step size, a comparison of the computed airflow rate with experimental measurements ͓54͔ is shown in Fig. 13͑b͒ . Excellent agreement is demonstrated.
The time accuracy of the CFD solution using the smallest timestep size was assessed by performing Richardson extrapolation on the average peak inspiratory and expiratory flow rates obtained with each of the three smallest time-step sizes. Table 3 contains a summary of the results. In both cases, the temporal order of convergence was nearly second order and the transient solutions are quite accurate, with little numerical error ͑ϳ1%͒ due to time discretization. Consequently, the total numerical error in the CFD calculation, taken as the sum of the spatial and temporal errors ͓45͔, is predominately due to the spatial contribution.
Conclusions
A high-fidelity CFD model of the canine nasal airway was developed that required at least 14ϫ 10 6 computational cells to capture the smallest airways. In the practical limit, larger grids ͑up to ϳ100ϫ 10 6 cells͒ were constructed and used in a rigorous CFD verification study. Numerical solutions on each of the grids were then compared to examine the grid dependence of the CFD solutions. Transient computations of canine sniffing were also performed using successively smaller time-step sizes to quantify the temporal numerical error via Richardson extrapolation.
Qualitatively, the overall features of the CFD solutions were similar, independent of grid refinement. For a given pressure drop, similar qualitative velocity distributions and overall flow patterns were obtained for all of the grids. Quantitative results demonstrated monotonic convergence with grid refinement, with a larger grid dependence at higher airflow rates. Furthermore, the regional distribution of airflow in the nasal cavity was shown to depend on the grid resolution. The inherent numerical error in the "finest"-grid CFD solution was evaluated using Richardson extrapolation, which showed that, at physiologically-realistic airflow rates, acceptable numerical accuracy ͑between approximately 1% and 15%͒ is achievable. Transient computations of canine sniffing revealed that at least 40 time steps per sniff period were required to obtain a wellbehaved solution. Larger time-step sizes yielded high-frequency nonphysical oscillations in the solution. The time accuracy of the smallest time-step solution was evaluated via Richardson extrapolation, which gave a small temporal numerical error ͑ϳ1%͒.
In summary, this study demonstrates that, although the qualitative characteristics of solutions are much the same for different grids, quantitative CFD data from calculations of canine nasal airflow are moderately grid dependent. Given the popularity of CFD as a tool for studying flow in the upper airways of humans and animals, and based on our rigorous verification study, we recommend the reporting of a grid dependence study and a quantification of numerical error when presenting CFD results in these complicated airways. This is especially important when the CFD solution relates to human health.
